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File preview

An Incomplete Idiots

Guide

To Making A Pipe

Or something like that anyway.



Foreword

Before I tried my hand at pipemaking I had spent three years cleaning and restoring

pipes for sale on Ebay, this gave me a pretty good idea of what not to do. The sheer

diversity in shapes, sizes and finishes still amazes me when you consider a pipe is a

simple tool for smoking tobacco,

At the time of writing (Nov 2010) I have been making pipes for just over a year, I

am far from being an expert but feel that I am now getting somewhere. To me what a

pipe looks like is of secondary importance, its internal structure is far more important, this is commonly referred to as the ’airflow’ school of thought. I continue to

learn and am currently trying to understand the relevance of chamber size and shape

versus airway diameter.

David Irving

DMI Handmade Pipes

Ebay: theaccidentalpipemerchant



Squaring the block

Very few ebaucheons or pieces of plateau that you buy will be perfectly

squared (the sides at 900 to each other) and parallel, this means that it is

difficult to get the airway and chamber aligned properly. The solution to

this is to square the block before marking out for drilling.

As an example this is an ebaucheon straight from the mill, at first glance

it seems nice and square but a couple of checks with a square show how

far out it is.

To correct this you need one straight side to use as a guide, the method I

first used was to lay a sheet of 60 grit sandpaper on a flat surface and

then sand away until I had a flat side.

After a bit of practice with a 12 tooth per inch saw I was able to get good

results.

With one side flat you can now measure the narrowest part of the block

and use this measurement to fix the width.

Once this is marked all the way around you can carefully sand or cut the

other side to produce your squared block.

If you have access to a band saw this process takes a minute or two.

Choose the best side to use as a guide and place it against the saws

guide bar, line the blade up to where you want to cut and lock the guide,

power up and trim the first side, with the block pressed against the guide.

Turn the block around so that the side you have just trimmed is against

the guide bar and re-align the block on the blade, lock the guide, power

up and trim the second side.

Marking the block

Now that you have a nicely squared block it is time to mark it out ready

for drilling, there are two basic methods of doing this. The first is to mark

the drilling and then think about the shape and the other is to mark the

shape and then work out the drilling.

Marking First

The first thing I think about is the width of the block and what size chamber I can use, I have my spade bits on hand and lay them on the block

for a quick size check.

Having chosen my bit I lay the block on its side and position the bit where

I want it, once happy I carefully draw around the bit.

I then work out where the centre line of the chamber will be and draw it

on.

It is now time to mark the airway. There are several variations on airway

drilling here I’ll show the basic straight line method.

Place a ruler at the point where the airway is to enter the chamber, this is



a ‘fixed’ point, using this point vary the angle of the ruler until you are

happy and draw on the line.

Use a square to continue the chamber centre line and the airway line

across and around the block, then measure the width of the block and

mark the centre of the two lines to give you your drilling marks. I use a

carpenters gauge for this.

The Shape First

I tend to do this when working with plateaus.

The first thing I do is draw an outline of the block on a piece of paper, this

gives me an easy way of drawing on and erasing shapes. If the direction

of the grain is important mark this with an arrow, if you are more interested in shape try and forget that the block has a ‘top and bottom’ this

gives much more freedom for design.

Sketch away until you have your shape.

Mark the chamber and airway as above, be prepared to alter the design

slightly when you do this. For the pipe shown I decided on a tapered

chamber after a chat with the customer.

You are now ready to start drilling.

Free hand drilling

My first dozen or so pipes were drilled by hand and eye and while not

perfectly aligned they came within a couple of mm of perfection. The

briar was clamped in a vice and then drilled with a handheld drill, with

practice this works well and many pipemakers specialise in this type of

drilling.

Drill presses

I then tried using a drill press with limited success as I was unable to hold

the briar firmly or accurately enough, the limited cutting depth of the

press was also a problem. In the end I went back to freehand drilling until I could afford a bench drill.

Bench Drills

Probably the most commonly used method for new pipemakers a good

bench drill combined with a cross axis vice makes the job of drilling much

easier and accurate, this was the first power tool I bought just for pipemaking.

Whichever method you use take your time, make sure you practice drilling and getting the alignment correct.

Drill Bits

Quality Over Quantity

Cross Axis Vice.



One of the lessons I have learned is that there is no point spending

money on ‘cheap’ tools of any kind as you will soon need to replace them



I check the depth of the drilling by

hand



with good quality ones. A good example is Forstner Bits which can be bought as a set for under

£20 whereas a good one will cost maybe £30. I bought the boxed set thinking I would use the

different sizes for different jobs, when they arrived the first thing I noticed was that they were blunt

and spent a couple of hours sharpening them. When it came to using them the smaller sizes

were ok but the three big ones were misaligned which made them jump about, having sorted that

on the lathe I tried again and found one that I could use. Three weeks later I purchase a Swiss

made 30mm bit which cut the briar like butter straight from the packet.



A Basic Set Of Bits

A small centre bit-used to start the airway, as we use small bits that have some bend in them it

helps to start the hole in a straight line.

An airway bit-3-5mm depending on personal choice

A mortice bit– I use a brad point bit, standard tips work as well but you then need to angle the

very end of the tennon to avoid a gap.

A Forstner bit– To face the mortice

A Countersink– A slight counter sink helps the stem to fit easily and looks good.

A Chamber bit-To drill the chamber

Optional Bits

A combined mortice cutter and facer or counterbore as

they are called, these are available from pipe making suppliers or good woodworking shops. These will drill the

mortice and face it so you know it is square, great tools if

you are freehand drilling but limited in scope as they restrict the size of stem you can use.



A couple of useful links:

http://mdmetric.com/tech/cvtcht.htm

http://www.csgnetwork.com/drillsizeconvert.html



Tennon Cutter



What to drill first

I drill in this order: Centre starter, airway, face the mortice with a forstner

bit, mortice, countersink, double check the airway length, then chamber.

Fitting The Stem

New pipemakers tend to make the mistake of working on the stummel

and stem separately, this cause’s problems when it comes to putting the

two together. The end of the mortice and stem are often rounded over

causing a gap rather than fitting flush.

It is therefore important to fit the stem as early in the pipemaking process

as possible, I tend to add mine once I get to 120 grit on the wheel.

Cutting the tennon

Without the use of a lathe cutting tennons is a bit of a pain, they need to

round and centred on the airway. There is a tennon cutting tool available

which can be used in a drill, it’s a great tool once it is set up accurately,

resetting it is a bit fiddly.

If you don’t want to lay out on the tool here is the method I used for hundreds of stems for estate pipes before getting a lathe.

Once you have chosen your stem use a sander or rough file to quickly

but accurately trim off the excess material from the tennon, it is important

to keep the tennon as round as possible.

Using this homemade tool and different grit papers it takes time to

achieve the desired size, I normally used 240, 320 and 400 grit for this.

Check the fit frequently and once it is to your liking stop.

To face the stem mount it by the tennon in a drill leaving a gap wide

enough for a flat file, over tightening the chuck may crack or mark the

tennon. Start up the drill and carefully use the file to face the stem, if you

need to lengthen the tennon this is done in the same manner. The file I

use for this has the teeth removed on one edge to avoid filing into the

tennon itself.

If you want to do any design work on the stem re-fit it in the chuck with

the tennon fully inserted, this way you are less likely to round the shoulder or break the tennon. I use a combination of fine rasps, needle files

and emery to shape and put a finish on stems. It is important to remember that both vulcanite and acrylic will bubble or melt when overheated,

although probably not very safe I use a small garden sprayer to water

cool stems as I work on them.

If all has gone well your stem should fit like this.



I was heating the stummel

prior to dying, it happens.



If you want a round base or

rim glue a coin in place



Sanding The Block

It is quite surprising how important sandpaper is to a pipe maker, if you had said to me a few

years ago that I would be spending a small fortune on the stuff I would have laughed. But today I

have three different types, zinc oxide for the coarse work, 1” emery roll from 120-400 grit and

Abranet from 180-1200 grit.

Rough Shaping On A Wheel

This is the first place you need to think about sandpaper, a powered wheel spins pretty fast and a

coarse paper, 40-80 grit, cuts quite quickly. If you have a really fast motor 40 grit paper will eat

briar like butter.

The shape can be refined using finer grits, on certain shapes I can get up to 800grit on the wheel,

panelled horns for example. Many pipemakers now use a Dremel or similar tool for a lot of the



shaping work, a variable speed version with a flexi-shaft is highly versatile and the variety of tools

which can be fitted to it are ever growing. My set consists of the drum sander with different grit

bands, round, barrel and pear shaped fast cutting burrs and fine dental burrs. Despite its advantages I rarely use mine except for rustication, as I prefer to shape my pipes by hand and feel.

Rasps, Files and Sanding

I use a set of rasps put together over the last year, the set consists of a 1” rough cut, a 1/2” half

round medium cut and a triangular fine cut, for detailed work I have a set of rifler rasps. Some of

these double up for stem work with the addition of a 1” medium cut backed up by rifler and needle

files. The rasps and files are used to tune the stummel shape during the hand sanding process, I

find them particularly useful when working on the junction of the shank and bowl .

When the stummel comes from the wheel the hand sanding begins, for this I use 1” emery roll

starting at 120 grit. Because of its flexibility emery roll is great for shaping pipes, with practice it

will help produce nice round walls and shanks and it can follow curves and junctions well. Many

professional pipemakers have a powered version of this using belts up to six feet in length.

Grits up to 320 are considered shaping grades with the finer grits being for finishing, most pipemakers spend longer at 320 than any other grit.

Finishing

I use a product called Abranet or Abralon which is a woven mesh impregnated with carbide dust, I

find it is much easier to work with as it clogs far less than normal ‘paper’. I wear out a 3x2” piece

of each grade (400-1200) on each pipe.

The quality of the finish is dependent on several things with sanding being the most important, for

a nice shine on your pipe you need a really smooth surface. To help achieve this it is important to

work your way through the grits without missing a stage. If you jump from say 180 to 320 it will

take longer to remove all the scratches left by the coarser grit than if you had gone 180, 240 and

then 320.

So with the finish beginning at 400 grit you work your way through to however fine you want to go,

I go up to 1200 as standard.

Wet Sanding

As I do most of my finishing while sitting in the house I had to start wet sanding, something to do

with the dust apparently. I have to say that with the finer grits it does seem to make a difference,

using Abranet it clogs far less and by 800 grit a shine will start to develop. The idea behind wet

sanding is that it raises the grain during sanding and then as the briar dries again the surface

shrinks slightly leaving a smoother surface.

Staining

There are a lot of different stains and dyes on the market which can be divided into three basic

groups.

Spirit Based

Probably the most popular as they offer quick drying times and penetrate the wood better, you

can buy the powdered dye and mix it with denatured alcohol (methylated sprits) or buy it ready

mixed as a leather dye.

Water Based



The most easily available and probably least effective dye for pipe making, they have very little penetration and are easily removed during polishing. Used in conjunction with spirit or oil based dye to produce high

contrast finishes.

Oil Based

Similar to spirit dyes these normally are dissolved in white spirit or turpentine, they penetrate slightly and are often sold as furniture dye.

This stummel has been wet

sanded 400-600 grit, the

pipe was allowed to dry

naturally and given a coat

of ebony spirit dye between

each sanding.



The easiest way to identify the type of dye on offer is to read the brush

cleaning instructions as you use the carrier (water, oil or spirit) to clean

the brush.

Staining during sanding

Most pipemakers stain between grits, this allows you to ensure that you

don’t miss any areas of the pipe. It can also be used to build up a contrast by using a very dark dye which penetrates the grain differently according to the varied density, this works best with spirit dyes and can be

enhanced by warming the briar with a hair dryer or hot air gun prior to

applying the dye.

As you get to the finer grits it becomes more difficult for the dye to penetrate the briar, dampening or warming the briar will help by opening up

the grain slightly.

Applying Dye

Perhaps the commonest way of applying dye is with a pipecleaner, this

allows you to lay down a thin even coat quickly and without getting dye

into the chamber.

When I am building a contrast I prefer to use a brush as this allows me to

get a good coat of dye onto the briar before it cools, I use a big make-up

brush for this.



Try and work with edges

Polishing

down, they are less likely

to catch and fly out of your

To get the best possible finish on your pipe and stem you need a powhand.



ered polisher of some description, you can buy kits and mops to fit both

bench grinders and drills/lathes. Although in some ways the bench

grinder is the better option a drill or lathe mounted mop can be more

beneficial due to being able to vary the speed, different parts of the process achieve better results at different speeds.

Polishing Compound

Polishing compound is basically grit mixed with a wax of some description so it comes in a variety of grades from super fast cutting to ultra fine

finishing, it is quite normal having five or six different compounds on

hand.

A fairly typical selection are:



Brown Tripoli, White Tripoli, Grey Tripoli and Carnauba Wax for the final

For working inside the

curve I use a thinner wheel. finish.



Types of Mops

Solid Felt, cut into slices they make excellent pads for working near the button, or finger nail buffs,

Sisal, eats stems. Used with a very coarse compound can create an interesting surface.

Linen, Fairly coarse but hard wearing, stitched mop first stage for stems and loose for polishing.

Cotton A. More generally used as first stage on a stummel and second on a stem.

Cotton B. Softer and used for final compound polish.

Swansdown. Super soft for applying Carnauba Wax.

Some discipline with mops is required, try and use a different mop for each compound.

You can clean and dress mops using a stiff wire brush and very coarse sandpaper or Surform

blade.

Shellac

Shellac is a natural varnish and comes in different grades, it normally comes in flake form and is

dissolved in Methylated Spirits or De-natured alcohol. The ones to look out for are blonde or super blonde (de waxed) as these are almost colourless, you can also get additives which harden

the finish. Shellac is often used to seal or protect the colour of a pipe before the final stages of

polishing or as a finish on rusticated or sandblasted pipes.

Applying Carnauba

Carnauba wax is one of the hardest natural waxes available and comes in block or flake form,

flakes tend to be a bit cheaper and are easily melted and cast into blocks.

The wax is best applied at slower speeds so a variable

speed drill, bench grinder or lathe work best, with the high

speed of a standard grinder it is difficult to get an even

coat. I apply a first heavy coat at 1500 rpm and warm the

stummel so the wax melts into the briar, a second very

light coat goes on a 1000 rpm I then clean the wheel with

a wire brush and turn the speed down to 750 rpm and

slowly work the stummel over. If there are any spots

which have to thick a coat I speed up to 1000 rpm to remove it and then go back to 750 rpm and continue, too

much wax can leave a streaky finish which will look like

scratches.

Bending stems

To bend a stem you need to heat it, a hairdryer of hot air

paint gun work well as they cover a wide area, using a

naked flame can overheat certain spots causing bubbling

or discolouration. Put one or two pipecleaners into the

airway and up through the button, these will help prevent

the airway collapsing during the bending.



With the stem in the pipe gently heat the stem constantly moving the heat around remembering

that thicker parts require more heating than the thin parts. Once the stem is soft enough bend it

to the desired angle, you can either let it cool naturally or squirt it with water.



Notes

Many pipemakers have sections on their websites devoted to the workshop and pipemaking take

time to hunt these down and study what you can, it is surprising how much they give away about

their methods and materials. Here are a few to get you started:

http://www.thurmann.dk/UK-index.html

http://www.vollmer-nilsson.com/APIB_main.htm

http://www.senatorov.lv/hayeng.html

http://www.calohandmadepipes.com/docs/tutorials.htm

http://www.eltang.com/main.html?main=/gbeltang/gaestebog/gaestebogindhold.asp

http://www.flickr.com/photos/eltang/collections/

http://www.pfeifenfreun.de/bastel/bohren/index_e.html

Pipemaking Supplies

http://www.pipemakers.org/

http://www.janzen-pfeifen.de/english/frameset.html

http://www.jhlowe.com/

http://shop.hermanns.dk/group.asp?group=42&amp;lang=uk

http://www.briarblocks.com/pipes/

http://www.calabriapipe.com/it/content/view/1/14/

http://www.yazidbriar.com/welcome.htm

http://www.romeobriar.com/briarshop/

Other Useful Places

http://www.aspipes.org/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=38&amp;Itemid=41

http://pipedia.org/index.php?title=Main_Page

http://pipe.hydrograph.net/links/maker_links.html

http://www.monjureinternational.com/ardor_shape_chart.htm

http://www.tecon-gmbh.de/index.php - Estervals Pipe House, useful as their descriptions include

airway size.
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